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ABSTRACT
As power-eﬃciency becomes paramount concern in processor
design, architectures are coming up that completely do away
with hardware branch prediction, and rely solely on software
branch hinting. A popular example is the Synergistic Processing Unit (SPU) in the IBM Cell processor. To be able to
minimize the branch penalty using branch hint instructions,
in addition to estimating the branch probabilities (which has
been looked at before [6, 25, 24]), it is important to carefully insert branch hints. Towards this, in this paper, we i)
construct a branch penalty model for compiler, ii) formulate
the problem of minimizing branch penalty using branch hinting and iii) propose a heuristic to solve this problem. The
heuristic is based on three basic techniques that we introduce
in this paper: NOP padding, hint pipelining, and nested loop
restructuring. Experimental results on several benchmarks
show that our solution can reduce the branch penalty as much
as 35.4% over the previous approach.

Table 1: Branch penalty can be crippling in the Cell
SPU in absence of any branch hints.

ware. Because performance of a pipelined processor is critically dependent on the accuracy of branch predictions, many
processors use large Branch Target Buﬀers (BTBs) to store
the results of previous branches, and use complex, and often
proprietary algorithms to predict the branch target [23, 15].
While branch prediction became the de-facto standard in
processor architectures, with the turn of the century, multicores and power-eﬃciency (MIPS/mW) became an increasingly important consideration in processor design. With the
total power budget capped, more cores can only be added by
reducing the power and the complexity of each core [9, 11].
Consequently, architects started looking at processor components that could be removed to simplify the cores, yet
not lose too much on performance [3]. In the power-eﬃcient
IBM Cell Synergistic Processing Units (SPUs) [17], jointly
developed by Sony, Toshiba, and IBM, architects decided to
remove hardware branch predictor and used software branch
hinting in the hope to recover lost performance [22]. This is
a signiﬁcant departure from earlier architectures that supported software branch hinting, e.g., the Sun Niagara [20]
and Intel Itanium [14], in the sense that the Cell SPUs do
not have any hardware branch predictor, and they rely solely
on software branch hints. Table 1 shows the branch penalty
(percentage of execution time spent in branch penalty) on
some of our benchmark applications. It shows that branch
penalty in the absence of any branch hints can be very significant, and inserting branch hints to minimize branch penalty
is important for the success of such architectures.
In software branch hinted processors, the application may
contain branch hint instructions which indicate that the
branch instructions at speciﬁed PC addresses will jump to
speciﬁed target addresses. After executing a hint instruction, the hardware will start to speculatively execute target instructions when the speciﬁed branch instruction is executed. For software branch hinting to work best, there
are two fundamental considerations: ﬁrst is to estimate the
taken probabilities of branches, and the second is to ﬁnd the
locations in the code for branch hint instructions to mini-
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1.

Branch penalty
58.5%
31.4%
62.7%
50.9%
36.2%

INTRODUCTION

One of the critical limitations of pipelined modern computer architecture is the branch penalty, which grows larger
as the pipeline depths increase. To minimize the impact
of branch penalties, target of the branch is predicted, and
instructions from there are speculatively fetched. This prediction is typically history based, and implemented in hard-
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solely on software branch hinting to avoid branch penalty.
Without any branch hints, severe performance degradation
is observed. In such architectures, software branch hinting
is no longer optional, but has become mandatory!
In processors with only software branch hinting, branch
penalty can be reduced by predication [18] (if supported),
i.e., executing both possible execution paths. Loop unrolling [12] can also reduce branch penalty by reducing the
number of times branches are executed. Our focus is orthogonal; we intend to reduce branch penalty by hinting the
likely-taken branches, by prudent placement of branch hints.
Recently, Briejer et al. [7] studied the energy eﬃcient
branch prediction on Cell SPUs by modifying hardware. In
their work, the performance and power trade-oﬀ of diﬀerent
hardware setups is studied where hardware branch predictor
is present in conjunction with software branch hinting. Our
techniques, on the other hand are completely in software,
and do not require any hardware changes.
There are two main problems in branch hinting to minimize branch penalty: First is to accurately estimate the
taken probability of branches, and second is to ﬁnd prudent
placement of branch hints to minimize the penalty. Researchers has been done on estimating taken probabilities
of branches. A set of program-based heuristics, especially
focused on non-loop branches, was proposed in [6]. Another
approach [25] estimates not only branch probabilities but
also the execution frequencies of blocks and edges, including
function calls, in Control Flow Graphs (CFGs). These techniques are already embedded in GCC compiler. The focus
of this paper is the second problem.
GCC compiler, included in IBM Cell BE SDK [13, 1], has
a heuristic to insert branch hint instructions to the code. We
consider this as the closest related work. It works with a set
of principles such as moving hint instructions outside the
loops to reduce the overhead of executing hints repeatedly
[8], and giving priority to hinting innermost loop branches.
GCC suﬀers from several problems in eﬀectively hinting
branches, e.g., if two branches are close to each other, then
only one of them is hinted, and in nested loops, typically
only the innermost loop branch is hinted.
Our proposed technique alleviates some of the problems of
GCC. It carefully analyzes conﬂicting branches and is able to
hint them better through accurate cost functions, and is able
to increase the opportunity of hinting low priority branches
while keeping all the high priority branches hinted.

mize branch penalty. The ﬁrst problem is important because
branch hint instructions should be inserted for only heavily
taken branches. This problem has been extensively studied [6, 25, 24], but, the second problem, to insert branch
hint instructions to minimize branch penalty, is rather unexplored.
Even if we know the taken probabilities of all the branches,
minimizing branch penalty by means of branch hint instructions is not trivial. The reasons derive from two constraints
of the given architecture. Firstly, for a branch hint to be
eﬀective, there must be some separation between a branch
and its hint. The hint instruction must be executed several
instructions earlier than the branch. Secondly, only a limited number (one for the Cell SPU) of branch hints can be
active at any given time. For example, if two branches are
too closely located in the control ﬂow, the second branch
cannot have enough separation. To hint the second branch,
its hint needs to be placed above the ﬁrst branch, and this
will overwrite the hint for the ﬁrst branch. Thus, hints may
conﬂict with each other, and reduce the achievable beneﬁts.
Towards the problem of minimizing branch penalty in processors with software branch hinting, this paper makes several contributions:
• We construct a branch penalty model for the compiler,
in which we express branch penalty as a function of
number of instructions between hint and branch instruction, branch probability, and the number of times
a branch is executed.
• We present three fundamental approaches to hint branch
instructions. i) NOP padding scheme ﬁnds out the
number of NOP instructions needed between a branch
and its hint to maximize proﬁt. ii) Our hint pipelining
technique enables hinting branches that are very close
to each other, and iii) Our nested loop restructuring
technique allows us to change the loop structure to
increase the eﬀectiveness of branch hinting.
• Finally, we propose a heuristic that applies the above
three methods to the code prudently to minimize overall branch penalty.
Our point of comparison is the branch hint insertion procedure in GCC compiler. It was designed and implemented
by Sony and IBM, and included in IBM Cell SDK [13, 1].
We compare the execution time of the benchmarks with our
solution to the GCC generated binary. We use static analysis [25] to get the branch probability information of a input
program. As shown by experimental results on benchmarks
from WCET suite [10] and multimedia loops [19], the proposed heuristic can reduce the branch penalty by 35.4% at
maximum and 19.2% on average, at code size increase of
merely 3.4%, as compared to GCC.

2.

3. BRANCH PENALTY MODEL
To implement our technique in a compiler, we need to
model the penalty of a branch as a function of i) separation
in terms of the number of instructions, ii) the branch probability, and iii) the number of times the branch is executed,
which are all the information a compiler can have.
To do this, we conduct several experiments in which we
run a synthetic benchmark composed of a branch, and branch
hint, separated by a varying number of lnop instructions. In
each case, we insert some more lnop instructions above the
hint to keep the total number of lnop instructions as 18.
We plot the execution time (in cycles) of the benchmark
as we change the “separation” between the branch and the
hint. The execution time is measured using spu decrementer
[12]. Since the granularity of timing measured by spu decrementer is hundreds of cycles, we put the branch and hint in

RELATED WORK

Although software branch hinting has been present in processors for a long time, it has not been an active area of
research. This is because it has always been in addition
to the hardware branch prediction, and in this situation,
branch hinting can only improve upon the performance of
hardware branch prediction, and the scope of improvement
was minimal. However, the Cell processor changes all that.
It does not have any hardware branch prediction, and relies
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Figure 1: Branch penalty is plotted as we increase the separation when hint is correct. We need at least 8 instructions
for a hint to become eﬀective, and the penalty decreases as
separation increases.

Figure 2: Misprediction penalty is plotted as we increase
the separation. On top of branch penalty, the time to ﬂush
pipeline is added resulting larger branch penalty than when
hint is correct.

a loop and execute the loop hundreds times to enlarge the
granularity of time measurement.
The reason we insert lnop is so that the execution time is
not aﬀected by the dual-issue nature of the SPU. SPU is a
dual-issue core, and has two unbalanced execution pipelines,
named even and odd, and each of them can execute a disjoint
set of instructions. Even pipeline can only execute ﬂoating
point or ﬁxed point arithmetic operations while odd pipeline
can only execute memory, logic, ﬂow-control instructions,
including branch and branch hint instruction. Instructions
are dual-issued only when i) two instructions are issuable
and aligned at an even word address, ii) the ﬁrst instruction can be executed on even pipeline, and iii) the second
instructions can be executed on odd pipeline. There are two
NOP instructions, nop and lnop, in SPUs. nop is executed
in even pipeline, and lnop in odd pipeline. By having only
control ﬂow instructions (branch and branch hint) and lnop,
we eﬀectively make the SPU single-issue.
Figure 1 shows branch penalty plot when the hint is correct (i.e., the branch is taken). When separation is less than
eight instructions, the hint is not recognized and we have
branch penalty of 18 cycles. After that, the branch waits
for the target instructions to be loaded. The penalty decreases with the increase of separation, because executing
NOP instructions is now hiding the latency of fetching target
instructions. When the separation becomes equal or greater
than 19 instructions, the branch penalty can be fully eliminated. The following is our empirical branch penalty model
when hint is correct.

mental to performance. Our empirical branch penalty model
when hint is incorrect is as follows.
⎧
if l < 8
⎨ 0,
36 − l,
if 8 ≤ l < 19
(2)
Penaltyincorrect (l) ≈
⎩
18,
if l ≥ 19

⎧
⎨ 18,
18 − l,
Penaltycorrect (l) ≈
⎩ 0,

if l < 8
if 8 ≤ l < 19
if l ≥ 19

where l denotes the separation in the number of instructions.
Overall, the penalty of a hinted branch is the sum of Equation 1 and 2. Considering branch probability and the number of times the branch is executed, the branch penalty can
be calculated as follows.
Penalty(l, n, p) =Penaltycorrect (l) × np +
Penaltyincorrect (l) × n(1 − p)

(3)

where n and p are the number of times the branch is executed, and the branch probability.

4. BRANCH HINTING MECHANISM

(1)

where l denotes the separation in the number of instructions.
Figure 2 shows the same experiment result except that
hint was incorrect (i.e., misprediction penalty when the branch
is not taken). As expected, when the separation is less
than 8, there is no penalty because the architecture assumes
branches to be not taken by default. When the separation
is greater than 18 instructions, we have 18 cycles of branch
penalty due to misprediction. Interestingly, when the separation is between 8 to 18 instructions, the misprediction
penalty is greater than 18 cycles and decreases as the separation increases. This means that the branch still waits for
target instructions to be fetched, even though the branch is
not taken. Thus, branch resolution occurs after target instruction arrives, and this makes incorrect hints more detri-
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The experiments in the previous section give us some intuition about the hardware mechanism of software branch
hinting. Figure 3 depicts the mechanism drawn by our inference. The description in this section can perfectly explain
the behavior of branch hint instructions.
Just like hardware branch predictors, software branch hinting mechanism also requires a Branch Target Buﬀer (BTB).
When a hint instruction is executed, the BTB entry is ﬁrst
updated, and then target instructions are loaded to the Hint
Target Buﬀer from the speciﬁed target address. The hardware usually fetches instructions from Inline Prefetch Buﬀer
which is constantly loaded with the sequential instructions
according to PC address. When a branch instruction is
fetched, the PC address is compared with the branch address in the BTB entry. If it matches, the instructions are
fetched from Hint Target Buﬀer instead of Inline Prefetch
Buﬀer.
While the actual design may vary, there are three main
parameters of any software branch hint implementation.
• d : the number of pipeline stages where the branch
hint is executed and BTB entry is set
• f : the number of cycles to fetch target instructions
• s : the size of BTB
The ﬁrst parameter is d, which is the number of pipeline
stages, where the branch hint is executed and BTB entry is
set. This implies that, if the separation between the branch
hint and branch instruction is less than d cycles, then the

branches should be placed, that will minimize overall branch
penalty of the program.
First of all, we need to know branch probabilities and
frequencies. This is because, as we discovered in Section
3, when a branch is not taken, hinting the branch will not
only increase the instruction count, but also incur a larger
branch penalty causing a signiﬁcant performance degradation. The problem of ﬁnding branch probabilities has been
well-studied, and improving that state of the art is not the
intent of this paper. We use the static estimation technique
[6, 25] embedded in GCC compiler, but any branch probability estimation technique can be used.
Even if we know the probabilities, and we have identiﬁed
branches that beneﬁt by hinting, it is rarely possible to hint
all of them. This is primarily because of the separation constraint, which is architecture dependent. In an architecture
with s size BTB, only s branch hints can be active at any
point of time. In SPUs, only one hint can be eﬀective at any
point of execution, which means when two branches are located too close to each other, only one branch can be hinted.
To overcome this problem, we will present three methods to
enable hinting more branches later in this paper. Since our
technique involves restructuring of basic blocks, the control
ﬂow of the program may change after applying our technique. However, the program semantic will stay the same.
Now, the problem can be formulated as follows.

Figure 3: Software branch hinting is characterized by hint
instructions setting the BTB entries. It has 3 key parameters, i) d, the number of pipeline stages where BTB is set,
ii) f , the time to fetch target instructions, and iii) s, the
number of entries in BTB.

fetch stage will not even recognize that there is a hint to this
branch, and the default prediction (typically, “not taken”)
will happen. d of SPUs is 8.
The second parameter is f , which is the time (in cycles) to
fetch target instructions. After a BTB entry is set, a request
is made to the arbiter [12] to fetch the target instructions
from memory into the Hint Target Buﬀer. Note that f may
not be statically known, since the delay to get target instructions from the memory depends on the availability of
the memory bus. Therefore, in order to completely avoid
branch penalty, the separation between a branch hint and
branch should be at least d + f . This is termed as separation
constraint, and it is 18 in SPUs. If the branch and branch
hint are separated by more than separation constraint, then
there is no penalty for a correctly hinted branch. However,
if the separation between the branch and branch hint is less
than d+f , but greater than d, say d , then a correctly hinted
branch will incur a branch penalty of d + f − d .
During the hint stall, the branch instruction is stalled before going into execution pipeline. Therefore, even if the hint
is incorrect, the comparison between hinted target address
and the actually calculated target address, namely branch
resolution, can only take place after actually executing the
branch instruction. Thus, on top of the branch penalty of
18 cycles, the time to wait for the target instructions to be
loaded is added to misprediction penalty. This should be
the same as d + f − d from the above.
The third parameter is s, which is the number of entries
in the BTB. A n-entry BTB would imply that n branches
can be hinted at the same time. Note that along with the
size of BTB, s also impacts the size of Hint Target Buﬀer,
which must be large enough to hold target instructions for
all the BTB entries. We expect s to be a small number, to
keep the software branch hinting mechanism power-eﬃcient.
SPUs have one-entry BTB, making s = 1.

5.

• Input: A program which can be represented in Control Flow Graph, and branch probabilities and frequencies of the branches.
• Output: A new program with branch hint instructions. The program may have a diﬀerent control ﬂow,
but the semantic should remain the same.
• Objective: Minimize branch penalty, or maximize
program performance.
• Constraint: For every pair of a hint and branch, separation must be at least d cycles. Also, only s hints
can be eﬀective at any point of time, so the lifetime
of more than s hints should not overlap. d and s are
architecture dependent.

6. OUR APPROACH
In this section, we present three basic techniques which
enable us to hint more branches: NOP padding, branch
pipelining, and basic block restructuring. We analyze the
conditions when the application of each method can be beneﬁcial to performance. Lastly, we will present our heuristic
that combines all of them and apply each method prudently.

6.1 NOP Padding
When the enough separation cannot be accommodated,
we can insert NOP instructions to artiﬁcially increase separation as shown in Figure 4. In the ﬁgure, NOP padding increases the separation to eight instructions making the hint
to be eﬀective. Let us assume this branch is taken always.
Using our branch penalty model, the penalty drops from 18
to 10 cycles. With the help of dual-issue, inserted two noplnop pairs can be executed in two cycles, and thus the total
performance improvement is six cycles.
GCC compiler included in IBM Cell SDK also inserts nop
instructions when a user-speciﬁed option is given [1]. We

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem of minimizing branch penalty using software
branch hinting is to ﬁnd i) a set of branches to be hinted,
and ii) a set of program locations where the hints for those
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Figure 4: (a) Before NOP padding, the branch cannot be
hinted. (b) NOP padding enables hinting the branch.

Figure 5: (a) Before hint pipelining, branch b1 cannot be
hinted due to the hoisted hint for b2 (b) After hint pipelining,
Both b1 and b2 are hinted.

insert both nop and lnop to minimize the overhead of executing additional instructions. When user explicitly speciﬁes the maximum number of nop instructions to be inserted,
GCC inserts whenever the branch cannot have enough separation, but in reality NOP padding may not be always profitable. This will be shown in our experimental results.
On the other hand, in our approach, we analyze the performance gain of NOP padding using our branch penalty
model. We use NOP padding not only to enable a branch
to be hinted but also to increase the performance gain, so
called proﬁt, of hinting the branch.
Let l, n, and p respectively denote the original separation
before padding, the branch probability and number of times
the branch is executed. The branch penalty before applying
padding can be calculated as follows.

To overcome this problem, let us consider the fact that a
hint instruction is not recognized when the separation is less
than eight instructions. This gives us an intuition that we
can insert multiple hints for multiple branches in a pipelined
fashion. Figure 5(b) shows how hint pipelining works. If
we place the hint for branch b2 less than eight instructions
ahead of branch b1 , the hint will have not yet recognized
when branch b1 is executed. As a result, we can hint both
b1 and b2 since the later execution of the hint for b2 will not
aﬀect the previous executed hint for b1 .
We will use the above example to show how to analyze
the proﬁt of hint pipelining. In this case, the proﬁt can be
modeled as the decrease of branch penalty of newly hinted
branch b1 minus the possible increase of branch penalty of
b2 . Let lx denote the number of instructions in basic block
Lx. The path from L1 to L2 is taken only when the branch
b1 is not taken. Thus, when the branch b1 is taken, the
branch b2 is not hinted. The branch penalty before applying
hint pipelining can be modeled as sum of the penalty of two
branches as follows, and the penalty of not hinted branch is
modeled as the case when separation is zero.

Penaltyno pad = Penalty(l, n, p)
Since l is less than the constraint, hint does not work and
the penalty is 18np.
The branch penalty after applying padding is modeled as
follows with the separation increased by the number of NOP
instructions.
Penaltypad = Penalty(l + nNOP , n, p)

Penaltyno pipeline =Penalty(0, n1 , p1 ) +

where nNOP denotes the number of inserted NOP instructions.
Because the branch is taken n times, the hint instruction
and the inserted NOP instructions are also taken n times.
A pair of nop and lnop instructions can be executed in one
cyecle with a help of dual issue. Then, the overhead of NOP
padding can be modeled as the following.

(1 − p1 ) · Penalty(l1 + l2 , n2 , p2 ) +
p1 · Penalty(0, n2 , p2 )
where px and nx denote the branch probability of branch bx
and the number of times bx is executed.
After hint pipelining, both b1 and b2 will be hinted. The
maximum possible separation for the hint for b2 is decreased
from l1 + l2 to l2 , which possibly increases branch penalty
of b2 , but we can hint another branch b1 instead. Since
our heuristic starts inserting hint instructions from bottom
basic blocks, when this analysis is being done, the hint for
branch b1 is not yet inserted. We always assume that b1 will
be hinted at the top of L1, even though it can be hinted
farther above, possibly reducing more branch penalty. The
penalty after applying hint pipelining is modeled as follows.

Overheadpad = n(nNOP + 1)/2
Combining all of the above, the performance improvement
by NOP padding can be modeled as follows. NOP padding
is applied only when it is proﬁtable.
Proﬁtpad = Penaltyno pad − Penaltypad − Overheadpad (4)

6.2 Hint Pipelining
As shown in Figure 5(a), a compiler may try to hoist the
hint for branch b2 above branch b1 to increase separation.
This will lose any opportunity to hint branch b2 , and this
is another common performance limiting factor in GCC. In
this case, GCC will simply give up hinting b1 since b2 has
more priority (Otherwise, GCC would not have tried to hoist
the hint in the ﬁrst place.)

Penaltypipeline =Penalty(l1 , n1 , p1 ) +
(1 − p1 ) · Penalty(7 + l2 , n2 , p2 ) +
p1 · Penalty(0, n2 , p2 )
Note that is only applied when l1 ≥ 8. The above calculation is an example when a hint is hoisted to the immediate
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Figure 7: (a) Hint for b3 can be hoisted into L2. Branch
b4 can be hinted if l4 is at least eight instructions. (b) After
restructuring, the hint for b3 cancels the hint for b2 . (c)
Pipelining is applied and both branches can be hinted.

Figure 6: (a) Before nested loop restructuring, the separation for b4 is limited to l4 . (b) After nested loop restructuring, the outer loop branch is changed to unconditional branch
b2 , and the separation is increased to l2 + l4 .

b3 and b4 . In this example, l4 is smaller than eight instructions, so the branch b4 will not be hinted.

predecessor. A similar analysis can be done to any other
cases.
The overhead of hint pipelining is the number of times
the hint instruction for branch b1 is executed. When the
hint is in basic block Lx, it is executed nx times. Then,
the overall overhead is the diﬀerence of execution counts as
shown below.

Penaltyno restructure = Penalty(l3 , n3 , p3 ) + Penalty(l4 , n4 , p4 )
After applying restructuring, the outer loop branch is
changed to unconditional branch b2 and it has separation
of l2 + l4 . We may get more proﬁt from this, but this introduce branch b1 which will be taken only once when entering
the loop. Also, the branch condition of b4 is changed, so it
is taken only once when exiting the loop. We assume that
b1 and b4 are not hinted incurring 18 cycles of penalty for
each. The penalty becomes the sum of branch penalties of
b1 , b2 , b3 , and b4 . Note that the path probability for L4 to
L2 is one since the branch will always fall through except
when the loop terminates.

Overheadpipeline = n1
Hint pipelining is applied only when the overall proﬁt of it
is greater than zero, which can be modeled as the following.
Proﬁtpipeline =Penaltyno pipeline −

(5)

Penaltypipeline −

Penaltyrestructure =18 + Penalty(l2 + l4 , n2 , p2 ) +
Penalty(l3 , n3 , p3 ) + 18

Overheadpipeline

6.3 Nested Loop Restructuring

The overhead of this technique is the diﬀerence of the
numbers of times hint instructions are executed. In this
particular example, the hint for b4 could not be inserted at
ﬁrst due to separation constraint, but now it is inserted into
L4. However, in general, the nested loop restructuring can
be used to improve the proﬁt of b4 even if l4 is greater than
eight instructions. In this case, the overhead is considered
as zero because the hint instructions are not moved to other
basic blocks.

if l4 < 8
n4 ,
Overheadrestructure =
0,
otherwise

The branch penalty from loops is important, because even
a small penalty can be accumulated for the whole iteration and aﬀect performance signiﬁcantly. In this section,
we present a method specially developed for nested loops.
This technique is motivated by our observation that usually
in nested loops, only innermost loop branch can be hinted,
and the outer loop branch cannot be hinted due to separation constraint.
As summarized in Figure 6, we can change the structure
of nested loop so that the space to insert a hint for the outer
loop branch1 is enlarged. In Figure 6(a), let us suppose the
size of basic block L4 is too small to hint the branch b4 .
Figure 6(b) presents our solution in which basic block L2 is
moved after L4, and two unconditional branch b1 and b2 are
introduced. Also, the target address of branch b4 is changed
to L5, and the branch condition is ﬂipped. This technique
is applied before any hints are inserted into the code, and
here the hint for b3 is assumed to be placed in L3.
Let us consider the same example to analyze the proﬁt
of nested loop restructuring. Before applying restructuring,
the overall branch penalty is the sum of branch penalties of

Nested loop restructuring is only applied when the overall
proﬁt of it is greater than zero, which can be modeled as the
following.
Proﬁtrestructure =Penaltyno restructure −
Penaltyrestructure −
Overheadrestructure

(6)

Note that in the above example, without loss of generality
L3 can denote a loop body containing multiple basic blocks.
This is because the intention of nested loop restructuring
is to give more separation to outer loop branch, and the
inner loop is not aﬀected. For the loop body which does

1
Throughout the paper, we assume that loop branches are
always at the bottom of the loop body.
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Algorithm 1 Our branch penalty reduction heuristic.
Apply nested loop restructuring for all loop nests;
b = last basic block in the program;
while basic block b is not the ﬁrst basic block do
h = b;
while Basic block h is not the ﬁrst basic block do
if Branch in h->predecessor is likey-taken then
break;
end if
h = h->predecessor;
end while
insertHint(b, h);
if b != h then
b = h;
else
b = b->predecessor;
end if
end while

not have any likely-taken branches (e.g. function call or
if-then-else), we hoist the hint for the loop branch to the
loop-initialization block, which is executed only once. This
is to reduce the overhead of repetitive execution of the hint
instruction. Figure 7(a) shows an example where the hint
for inner loop can be hoisted to outer loop body. After
applying restructuring, the hint for b3 is hoisted to L2 and
overwrites previously inserted hint for b2 , as shown in Figure
7(b). Instead of canceling the hint for b2 , we can apply
pipelining to hint both branches. Figure 7(c) shows the ﬁnal
solution. We check the structure of the inner loop body, and
if the hint can be hoisted, we assume that pipelining will
be applied later. To determine its proﬁtability, a similar
analysis to the above can be done assuming the hint for b3
will be placed seven instructions above b2 .
This abstraction of loop body enables us to apply this
technique to all kinds of loop nests. For loop nests whose
depth is more than two, this technique is recursively applied from the innermost loop to the outermost loop. For
example, let us suppose we have three loops L1, L2, and
L3. L1 is the innermost loop, and L3 is the outermost loop.
L1 and L2 are ﬁrst considered as restructuring candidates,
and we check the proﬁt of restructuring two loops. If those
two loops are reordered, they can be considered as one loop
body. Then, either the reordered loop body or L2 can be
considered as restructuring candidate with the next outer
loop L3. Also, if there is more than one inner loops, all of
the inner loops can be considered as one loop body. This
restructuring may result in severe instruction cache misses
in conventional machines, but it is not the case in software
branch hinting because instructions are explicitly prefetched
by branch hint instructions.

insertHint(b, h): Insert a hint instruction for the branch
in basic block b into basic block h.
{
if h contains a branch then
if Pipelining is proﬁtable then
Insert a hint instruction for the branch in b in a
pipelined mode;
else
if NOP padding is proﬁtable then
Insert as many NOP instructions as it is proﬁtable;
end if
Insert a hint instruction for the branch in b;
end if
else
if NOP padding is proﬁtable then
Insert as many NOP instructions as it is proﬁtable;
end if
Insert a hint instruction for the branch in b;
end if
}

6.4 Our Branch Penalty Reduction Heuristic
Given all methods and their applicable conditions we discussed above, now we present a heuristic that combines all
of them. It requires the information of all nested loops, the
branch probabilities, and the number of times each branch
is taken as input.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of our heuristic. The
procedure starts with applying nested loop restructuring to
all loop nests to increase the possible separation for loop
branches. Then, it starts inserting hint instructions from
the bottom basic block. For a branch, the procedure tries
to hoist its hint to the predecessor basic blocks, scanning
predecessor basic blocks recursively. If there is a branch
in the predecessor and it is likely-taken, it stops going into
predecessors and returns the current basic block. Then, the
procedure insertHint() inserts a hint instruction in the current basic block. It checks the separation and applies NOP
padding and hint pipelining when applicable.

7.

all the measurements are done only on user codes. Branch
probabilities and the cyclic frequencies of branches are obtained by a static analysis [6, 25], which is also implemented
in GCC.
Figure 8 shows the percentage of branch penalties in the
total program execution cycles after GCC inserts hints. We
divide the benchmarks into two groups ‘high’ and ‘low’ according to the percentage of branch penalty in the total execution time. The benchmarks which have more than 20%
of branch penalty are grouped as ‘high’, while the others fall
under the group ‘low’.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

7.1 Branch Penalty Reduction

The eﬀectiveness of the proposed heuristic is validated
using various benchmarks from Multimedia loops [19] and
WCET benchmarks [10]. Our baseline is GCC compiler [1],
which is included in IBM Cell SDK [13]. It has a heuristic
that inserts branch hint instructions to the code, which is
designed and implemented by the manufacturer. All benchmarks are compiled with O3 optimization level. To measure
the performance and the branch penalty of the program, the
cycle accurate IBM SystemSim Simulator for Cell BE [2] is
used. As library functions (e.g. printf()) are not changed,

The eﬀectiveness of our heuristic can be shown as the reduction of branch penalty after applying our heuristic. Figure 10 shows the reduction in branch penalty cycles after
applying our heuristic, compared to the GCC-inserted hints.
Overall, we can reduce average 19.2% of the branch penalty
more than GCC. Since we insert NOP instructions through
our NOP padding technique, we consider the increased NOP
cycles as part of branch penalty. SystemSim simulator can
output NOP cycles separately as well as branch penalty cy-
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Figure 10: Reduction of branch penalty is 35.4% at maximum and 19.2% on average.

Figure 8: The percentage of branch penalty in the total
execution cycles after GCC inserts hints into the program.
Benchmarks are grouped into two groups ‘high’ and ‘low’
according to the percentage.

only one hint can be active at a time. When two branches
are located too close to each other, only one of them can be
hinted. Even though our techniques can enlarge the possible separation to enable more branches to be hinted, they
cannot be applied to every case. This is because each technique is applied only when it is proﬁtable. Unless two or
more branch hints are allowed to be active at a time, this
problem cannot be ultimately solved.
The other reason is that hint instructions are inserted in
compile time and cannot be easily changed in run time. In
other words, branch hinting works as a static branch predictor, while most of the branches are dynamically decided
to be taken or not. Even though the penalty can be eﬀectively avoided when branch is taken, there is still misprediction penalty when the branch is not taken. Thus, unless a
branch is heavily taken, to hint the branch may not be always proﬁtable. A typical example is “if-then-else” branches
in a loop. The worst case scenario is when the branch is
taken for the half of the time. Penalty always exists whether
or not we hint the branch, as long as the hint is static. If the
compiler assigns the more-likely-taken execution path as a
fall-through path, the penalty of ”if-then-else” branch can be
eﬀectively avoided [12], but not completely. As it is inside
a loop, the penalty gets accumulated and eventually limits
the performance. Moreover, the accuracy of branch probability information can be another limiting factor. Branch
probabilities aﬀect the decision of which branches should
be hinted, and we rely on static analysis to obtain branch
probabilities, which may not be very accurate. Use of proﬁle information may be helpful to improve the result. But
improving the prediction of branch probability is not within
the scope of this paper.

cles, and branch penalty in our results is the summation of
branch penalty cycles and increased NOP cycles.
The proposed heuristic works more eﬀectively for the benchmarks with deeply nested loops, such as janne complex,
cnt, insertsort and ns. As shown in Figure 8, GCC cannot
reduce the branch penalty eﬀectively in those benchmarks,
and all of them fall under ‘low’ group. Figure 9 compares the
code change in a deeply nested loop in benchmark ns after
GCC and our heuristic. Loop branches are shown in solid
arrows, while others are shown in dotted arrows. GCC can
only hint the loop closing branch for the innermost loop, and
because of limited basic block sizes, all other loop branches
cannot be hinted. Our technique, on the other hand, can
hint all of the loop branches.
Even with our technique, the highest reduction of stall
due to branch penalty is around 35 percent. There are several reasons why the branch penalty cannot be completely
eliminated. Firstly, Not all branches can be hinted because

7.2 Effectiveness of Our NOP Padding
GCC also has a mechanism in which nops are inserted
between a branch and its hint in order to increase the separation and thus the chance of hinting. However, it has no
automatic way of determining how many NOPs to insert,
and when compiled with “-mhint-max-nop=n”, GCC [1] will
insert at most n nops to ensure the separation is at least
eight instructions. In comparison, our scheme automatically
ﬁnds out the number of NOPs to be inserted, to maximize
proﬁt. Figure 11 compares the performance of our NOP
Padding approach with that of GCC with n = 0, 4, and 8.
n = 0 means no NOPs will be inserted. Note that among
the GCC schemes, sometimes inserting NOPs even decrease
the performance. This is because GCC does not have any
proﬁtability analysis to ﬁnd out the number of NOPs to be
inserted. Another advantage of our technique is that while
GCC only inserts nops, while we insert nop and lnop pairs.

Figure 9: (a) GCC can only hint the innermost loop
branch. (b) The proposed technique can hint all of the four
loop branches.
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Figure 11: Execution time comparison between our NOP padding technique and GCC’s ”-mhint-max-nops” option. In all
benchmarks, our technique outperforms GCC. GCC even results in performance degradation for several benchmarks.
show more performance improvement than those in ‘low’
group, with the peak speedup of 18%. This is natural in the
sense that higher proportion of branch penalty makes them
more susceptible to performance improvement via branch
penalty reduction. However, benchmark select has the second highest branch penalty percentage but shows the lowest
speedup in the ‘high’ group. This is because it has multiple
“if-then-else” branches in loops, whose penalty cannot be effectively avoided by software branch hinting as mentioned
in the previous section. Though the benchmarks in ‘low’
group show relatively low speedup, it does not mean that
our technique is not eﬀective for those benchmarks. Our
technique can reduce over 25% of the branch penalty for the
benchmark GSR, but it is not fully reﬂected as reduction in
execution time because its percentage of stall due to branch
penalty is too low.
An important aspect of our technique is that our heuristic
never results in a performance decrease. This is because
every step of our technique involves proﬁtability analysis.
This guarantee, combined with the fact that the code size
increase by our technique is minimal, we argue that it is
always beneﬁcial to apply our branch hinting heuristic.

By doing this, we beneﬁt from the dual-issue nature of SPU.
Even when two approaches insert the same number of NOP
instructions, the performance penalty of our approach is half
as that of GCC. Consequently, the performance improvement of our technique always surpasses the one of GCC.
This prudent insertion of NOP instructions is also important in the context of static code size increase. IBM Cell
BE is a limited local memory architecture, and each SPU
can only access its local store which is of 256 KB. Code,
global data, and all dynamic data such as stack and heap
data reside in the local store. There have been dynamic
management schemes [21, 16, 4, 5] for code and data. However, since all of data and code share the same local store,
the increase in code size imposes more burden to those management schemes and thus increases the overhead of them.
Therefore, it is important not to increase the code size too
much. Note that this is static code size which aﬀects the executable ﬁle size, and the dynamic code size increase overhead
was already considered and included in the branch penalty
reduction results. The average code size increase is merely
3.4%, while GCC incurs 11.7% code size increase with the
“-mhint-max-nop=8” option.

7.3 Performance Improvement

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The reduction in branch penalty cycles will improve program performance, and the amount of performance improvement depends on the percentage of branch penalty in the
total execution time.
Figure 12 shows the performance improvement for each
benchmark, and as expected, benchmarks in ‘high’ group

Multi-cores and power eﬃciency have been continuously
driving modern processor design. As a result, many complex
architectural components are being removed from hardware
and required to be implemented in software instead. IBM
Cell SPUs removed branch predictor and introduced software branch hinting. Due to a huge branch penalty, branch
hint instructions are crucial for performance optimization.
In this paper, we propose a heuristic algorithm to reduce
branch penalty using software branch hinting. The algorithm is based on our proposed branch penalty model and
three basic techniques: NOP padding, hint pipelining, and
nested loop restructuring. The branch penalty model helps
us to estimate the branch penalty, and those techniques not
only enable more branches to be hinted, but also reduce
more branch penalty. Our experimental results for WCET
[10] and multimedia benchmarks [19] show that our approach can reduce the branch penalty by 35.4% at maximum
and 19.2% on average more than GCC’s heuristic which is
designed and implemented by the manufacturer.

Figure 12: Performance improvement obtained with the
proposed heuristic is as much as 18%.
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There are several tasks to be done as future work. As the
architectural features such as BTB size are ultimate factors
that limit the eﬀectiveness of software branch hinting, the
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is needed to improve the eﬀectiveness and applicability of
software branch hinting. A software technique to make a
dynamic branch predictor using software branch hinting will
be useful if the overhead of dynamic prediction can be kept
minimal.
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